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Beatrice Assex’s eyes also turned red. “He… He did that to let us escape. If we go back again, he… He would

have died in vain. Sister, for Alex’s sake, we should leave,” she said.

The group of people talked as they stumbled out of the alley.

At this moment, a Lamborghini stopped at the entrance to the alley. The alley was too small for the car to enter.
Two women hopped out of the car, and they were none other than Waltz Fleur and Michelle Yowell.

They saw the women from the Assex family, and they also heard them speaking.

At once, Waltz felt a nervous tension in her heart. She ran over and grabbed Beatrice. “What did you just say?
What happened to my senior?”

Beatrice was too frightened to speak.

“He’s hurt. He stabbed himself in the stomach. Quick, quick… Call the police. Get someone right now,”
Dorothy Assex hurriedly said.

Waltz’s eyes suddenly appeared bloody.

She violently pushed Beatrice away and grabbed Dorothy by her clothes. “Dorothy Assex, you did this to him!
If anything happens to him, I want your family to go up in smoke! He stabbed himself for you. The
relationship between the two of you is over!” Waltz uttered in a cold and rageful tone.

“Michelle, let’s go!” Waltz added.



Her body was filled with a murderous aura.

After leaving Dorothy, Waltz and Michelle charged into the alley like two leopards.

Claire Assex cursed at Waltz in her heart, but she didn’t dare to make a sound. Once Waltz and Michelle had

gone far away, Claire grabbed her daughters’ hands. “Quick, let’s go. If they want to die, let them. They’re all
b*tches.”

***

Alex Rockefeller reached out. He was holding the Stake of Exorcism as he sighed in relief. Appearing weak
and exhausted, spitting blood out and claiming to be dying, it was all fake.

He was the inheritor of the Ultimate Book of Medicine, and he was a reputable doctor. His knowledge of the
human body surpassed most people.

To be honest, the moment he stabbed himself, he had already chosen a specific angle. In fact, he used the
Force to move his organs slightly away so that the knife wouldn’t hurt his organs when he stabbed himself.

At most, there would only be injuries on the surface.

“Senior!”

“Alex!”

Waltz and Michelle made it there.

Maiko Chiba hastened her speed and instantly reached out to grab the Stake of Exorcism. She thought Alex
would pull away, but he didn’t do so at all.



In fact, he even rapidly tossed the Stake of Exorcism toward Maiko’s hand. Just as Maiko was momentarily
stunned as she caught it, Alex activated his mental power.

Maiko instantly felt as if she was struck by lightning. However, she was stunned for only half a second before
she immediately reacted by striking Alex’s throat with her knife.

‘Indeed, she has mental power too!’ Alex thought to himself.

This was why he didn’t dare to use his mental power earlier, and he’d rather stab himself. If he used his mental
power to disrupt Maiko from the beginning, she might have reacted in an extremely short amount of time by
slitting Dorothy’s throat.

Hence, Alex didn’t have a choice. But now… Alex jerked his short knife out.

Slash.

He stabbed it into Maiko’s stomach. It was the exact same location where he stabbed himself.

“Ahh!”

Maiko couldn’t believe Alex was still able to move so quickly and with such force despite being so severely
injured. Meanwhile, the Stake of Exorcism in her hand began to channel a ferocious Chi energy into her veins.
It made her feel as if she was struck by lightning.

“It’s fake?!” Maiko exclaimed.

“You’re very smart!” Alex laughed.



After a pause, Alex’s face turned cold. “Kill without mercy!” He shouted at Waltz and Michelle who were

charging forward.
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